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Abstract—This paper proposes hybrid TDMA-CSMA for vir-
tualized wireless networks, aiming to meet their isolation require-
ments. In this scheme, high-load users with non-empty queues
are proper and potential candidates for TDMA, while others
can compete using p-persistent CSMA. At each superframe, AP
decides on TDMA-CSMA scheduling by taking into account
traffic parameters of users and slice reservations to maximize
the network utilization, while maintaining slice isolation. The
corresponding optimization problem is formulated to dynamically
schedule users for TDMA phase and optimally pick p parameter
for remaining CSMA users. Using complementary geometric
programming (CGP) and monomial approximations, an itera-
tive algorithm is developed to find the optimal solution. The
simulation results reveal the performance gains of the proposed
algorithm in improving the throughput and keeping isolation in
a virtualized wireless network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for data traffic and ubiquitous access
necessitates the network infrastructure to be expanded, which
immediately results in larger energy requirement in wireless
networks. Such increase in energy consumption causes rising
greenhouse gas emission, which has been a major environmen-
tal concern. Thus, it is urgent and crucial to develop green
wireless technologies, which can compensate for the high
demand for wireless traffic and energy consumption by more
sustainable solutions for capacity growth [1]. One promising
technology to improve energy efficiency and enable green
communication is wireless virtualization. In virtualized wire-
less networks (VWN), a single network infrastructure can be
shared among different service providers (SPs). Thus, by using
renewable energy resources for the network infrastructure in
VWN, a significant amount of energy can be saved, and, at
the same time, SPs can reduce their costs.

One of the key requirement in VWN is to support isolation
among different SPs. In this context, isolation means that
any change in one SP such as number of users, mobility of
users, and fluctuation of channel status, should not cause any
change in resource allocation for other SPs [2]. Moreover,
since wireless resources are scarce, high utilization is also
expected. The problem is that these two requirements of VWN,
i.e., efficient resource utilization and isolation, are conflicting
specifically in uplink transmission as traffic is generated at
users, while resources are allocated by the access point (AP).

For instance, in order to provide strict isolation among
slices, a time division multiple access (TDMA)-based scheme
can be applied, in which an exclusive timeshare is reserved for
each SP based on its requirement. However, such allocation
could lead to underutilization for an unsaturated network,
where users may not have any packet to transmit in their
assigned time-slots. On the other hand, random access proto-
cols such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) have more
dynamic and opportunistic nature [3] and can overcome the
utilization inefficiency. But in such protocols, the total time
used by each SP should be defined as time spent for both
successful and unsuccessful transmissions. Therefore, each SP
would affect the performance of other SPs by increasing the
collision time and thus isolation cannot be provided [4].

In this paper, we propose and adaptively optimize a channel
access scheme that uses a hybrid TDMA-CSMA to cope
with the aforementioned issues. In the context of conven-
tional wireless networks, the combinational use of TDMA
and CSMA has been studied [3], [5], [6]. However, none of
these works consider virtualized networks in which meeting
SP requirements adheres challenges to network utilization
maximization. In order to address this issue, we propose
a hybrid MAC in which p-persistent CSMA is applied in
CSMA phase. In this approach, assuming that AP is aware
of packet arrival probabilities of users, at each superframe, it
decides whether each user should transmit in TDMA or CSMA
phase. Moreover, for CSMA users, corresponding p is also
determined. This decision making problem is formulated by
an optimization problem, in which the goal is to maximize the
overall throughput of network at each superframe subject to the
SP reservations. In order to solve the formulated non-convex
problem, we propose an efficient and tractable iterative ap-
proach in which at each iteration, via applying different types
of transformation techniques and using arithmetic geometric
mean inequality, the formulated problem can be transformed
into the geometric programming (GP).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first intro-
duce our system model in Section II. Section III presents the
problem formulation. Subsequently, an iterative CGP-based
hybrid TDMA-CSMA scheduling is presented in Section IV.
Section V presents the simulation results. Finally, we provide
some concluding remarks in Section VI.
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Fig. 1: Superframe structure of the proposed MAC for a
virtualized 802.11 WLAN

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model and Frame Structure

We consider an IEEE 802.11-based WLAN with a single
AP. The AP serves the users of K = {1, · · · ,K} different
SPs (also referred to as slices). In this setup, each slice k
has the set of its own subscribed users denoted by Nk, where
|Nk| = Nk is the number of users at slice k. Thus, the total
number of all users over all slices is Nu =

∑K
k=1Nk.

Time is divided into superframes with length of Tf , indexed
by t. As shown in Figure 1, each superframe begins with
a beacon issued by AP, which consists TDMA scheduling
information and p values of p-persistent CSMA. The beacon is
followed by the TDMA phase with duration of D(t) (≤ Dmax)
for scheduled users, and the CSMA phase of length Tf−D(t).
During the CSMA phase, p-persistent CSMA protocol runs,
where each time-slot with duration of Ts is divided into
backoff units. Regarding the required QoS per slice, it is
assumed that each SP k can reserve time for rk per superframe.

We assume each user nk has queue with maximum length of
Qmax, and at each superframe, with probability of ank

, a new
packet is added to the queue if its length is below than Qmax.
Otherwise, the packet is discarded. Furthermore, we assume
that AP is aware of packet arrival probabilities of users and it
keeps a vector denoted by VVV (t), where vnk

denotes the last
time that AP has received packet from user nk. Moreover,
each time the user sends a packet, it piggybacks an extra bit
(denoted by qnk

(t)) telling if its queue is empty (qnk
(t) = 0)

or non-empty (qnk
(t) = 1, i.e., it has packets backlogged in

the queue to transmit). Therefore, at each superframe t, the
AP updates the probability that user nk has non-empty queue
at t as

θnk
(t) =

{
1− (1− ank

)t−vnk
(t), if qnk

(vnk
(t)) = 0

1 if qnk
(vnk

(t)) = 1.
(1)

B. An Analytical Model for p-persistent CSMA

In the CSMA phase, a user with a non-empty packet per-
forms the channel sensing. If the channel is detected busy, the
user nk with a non-empty queue waits until channel becomes
idle, and then transmits the packet with probability pnk

. In
the following, we model the throughput of p-persistent CSMA
protocol in an unsaturated mode. Let Pidle be the probability
that channel is idle in a backoff unit. This probability is
calculated as

Pidle =
∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1− θnk
pnk

), (2)

where θnk
pnk

represents the transmission probability of user
nk. A transmitted packet will be received successfully if
exactly one user transmits on the channel. Thus, the probability
of successful transmission initiated by user nk can be obtained
as

Pnk
succ = θnk

pnk

∏
k∈K

∏
n′
k∈Nk,n′

k 6=nk

(1− θn′
k
pn′

k
). (3)

As introduced in [7], we define the normalized throughput of
user nk (denoted by ρnk

) as the fraction of time the channel
is used for its successful transmission. Accordingly, ρnk

can
be written as

ρnk
=

Pnk
succTs

Pidleδ + (1− Pidle)Ts
, (4)

where δ is the duration of a backoff unit and Ts is the
duration of a successful transmission, which includes the
data transmission for a fixed time, inter-frame spaces, and
signaling overheads. Since signaling and inter-frame spaces
are relatively small compared with data transmission length,
we approximately assume that both collision and successful
transmissions are of the same size (i.e., Ts). Consequently, the
denominator in (4) represents the expected length of a general
time-slot.

By introducing a new variable, i.e., ynk
=

θnk
pnk

1−θnk
pnk

, we
can simplify (4). To this end, first, we rewrite Pidle and Pnk

succ
in terms of ynk

as

Pidle =
1∏

k∈K
∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)

(5)

Pnk
succ =

ynk∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)

= ynk
Pidle. (6)

Then, we obtain ρnk
in terms of ynk

as

ρnk
=

ynk∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)− t′

, (7)

where t′ = Ts−δ
Ts

. In addition to the throughput of each user,
another performance metric, total access airtime, is important
to measure and preserve isolation in the context of virtualized
wireless networks. The total CSMA access airtime of user
nk, in which both collisions and successful transmissions are
included, can be defined as

τnk
cs =

(1− Pnk

idle)Ts
Pidleδ + (1− Pidle)Ts

. (8)

This metric can also be represented in terms of ynk
as

τnk
cs =

ynk

∏
k∈K

∏
n′
k∈Nk,n′

k 6=nk
(1 + yn′

k
)∏

k∈K
∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)− t′

. (9)

III. THROUGHPUT-MAXIMIZATION HYBRID
TDMA-CSMA FOR VWN: PROBLEM FORMULATION

In order to benefit from TDMA isolation power and CSMA
opportunistic nature we propose hybrid TDMA-CSMA. In
this scheme, the scheduling algorithm determines which users
should transmit in the TDMA phase, based on traffic demand
of each user and required reservation of each slice. Users that



are not scheduled for TDMA transmission have a chance to
transmit in the remaining time of superframe using p-persistent
CSMA protocol, where parameter p of each individual user is
determined by the proposed algorithm.

Here, we present the formulation for throughput maximiza-
tion of this hybrid MAC protocol, assuming that statistical
traffic parameters of users (i.e., ank

) are known by AP. We de-
note by XXX(t) = [xnk

(t)]∀nk
the vector representing the time-

slot allocation of all users at superframe t. More specifically,
xnk

(t) is a binary variable indicating whether a time-slot is
allocated to user nk in superframe t (i.e., xnk

(t) = 1) or not
(i.e., xnk

(t) = 0).
The expected throughput, which is defined as the number

of successfully transmitted packets in superframe t, considered
as the sum of the TDMA- and CSMA-phase throughputs. The
throughput associated with the TDMA phase can be written
as

Std(t) =
∑

k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

θnk
(t)xnk

(t). (10)

Moreover, the CSMA-phase throughput can be computed as

Scs(t) = Tcs(t)
∑

k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

ρnk
, (11)

where Tcs(t) denotes the duration of CSMA phase in super-
frame t. Taking into account the number of scheduled users
for TDMA phase, Tcs(t) can be represented as

Tcs(t) = Tf − Ts
∑

k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
(t). (12)

Further to throughput for TDMA and CSMA phases, we
need to compute the total airtime access of each slice in order
to provide isolation among slices. The instantaneous expected
total airtime access for slice k can be obtained as

τk(t) =
∑

nk∈Nk

[Tsxnk
(t) + Tcs(t)τ

nk
cs (t)] . (13)

In (13), the first term represents the time assigned to users
belonging to slice k during the TDMA phase and the second
term indicates the average total access time of users of slice
k in CSMA phase.

Finally, at each superframe t, the AP should solve the
following optimization problem in order to obtain XXX and YYY .

max
XXX,YYY

Std(t) + Scs(t), subject to, (14a)

C1: τk(t) ≥ rk, ∀k ∈ K (14b)
C2: xnk

pnk
= 0, ∀k ∈ K,∀nk ∈ Nk (14c)

C3: Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
≤ Dmax. (14d)

In this optimization problem, the objective function represents
the total throughput of network in both TDMA and CSMA
phases for superframe t. The first constraint is to guarantee
that reservation of each slice is met. Moreover, the second one
ensures that user nk is only selected for TDMA or CSMA,
not both. Finally, the last constraint is to limit the number of
users that transmit in TDMA phase. In the rest of paper, t is
omitted in all equations for the sake of simplicity.

Substituting (10), (11), (12), and (13), the optimization
problem in (14) can be written as

max
XXX,YYY

∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

[
θnk

xnk
+

ynk
(Tf − Ts

∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
)∏

k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)− t′

]
subject to: (15a)

C1:
ynk

∏
k∈K

∏
n′
k∈Nk,6=nk

(1 + yn′
k
)∏

k∈K
∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)− t′

× (15b)

(Tf − Ts
∑

k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
) ≥ rk, ∀k ∈ K

C2: xnk
pnk

= 0, ∀k ∈ K,∀nk ∈ Nk (15c)

C3: Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
≤ Dmax. (15d)

It is clear that the optimization problem in (15) has a non-
convex objective function due to couplings in the CSMA
throughput and involves non-linear constraints with the combi-
nation of continuous and binary variables, i.e., ynk

(ynk
≥ 0)

and xnk
(xnk

∈ {0, 1}). Consequently, (14) is a non-convex
mixed-integer, NP-hard optimization problem. Therefore, an
efficient algorithm with reasonable computational complexity
is needed to solve this scheduling problem.

IV. HYBRID TDMA-CSMA SCHEDULING VIA CGP

To solve the hybrid TDMA-CSMA scheduling problem in
(15), we propose an iterative algorithm by applying comple-
mentary geometric programming, as discussed in the following
sub-sections.

A. A brief review of complementary geometric programming

A geometric programming (GP) is an optimization problem
of the form

min
xxx

f0(xxx) (16)

s.t. : fi(xxx) ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, ..., I

gj(xxx) = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., J,

where xxx = [x1, , ..., xN ] is a non-negative vector of op-
timization variables, gj(xxx) = ci

∏N
n=1 x

bi,n
n for all j are

monomial functions, and fi(xxx) =
∑Kj

k=1 cj,k
∏N
n=1 x

bj,k,n
n are

posynomial functions for i = 0, ..., I , where the multiplicative
constants are positive (i.e., ci, cj,k > 0) and bi,n, bj,k,n ∈ R.

There is a class of non-convex optimization problems called
complementary geometric programming (CGP), which poten-
tially looks like an extension of GP. In particular, a comple-
mentary geometric programming (CGP) can be presented as

min
xxx

P0(xxx) (17)

s.t. : Pi(xxx) ≤ 1, i = 1, ..., I,

Qj(xxx) = 1, j = 1, ..., J,

where P0(xxx) is a posynomial and Pi(xxx) = pi(xxx)

p+i (xxx)
for all

i = 1, ..., I , in which pi(xxx) and p+i (xxx) are posynomial



functions. Moreover, Qj(xxx) =
qj(xxx)

q+j (xxx)
for all j, in which qj(xxx)

are monomial and q+j (xxx) are posynomial functions.
In the following, we describe monomial approximation

which is useful to transform the problem into GP. Let
gi(xxx) =

∑Ki

k=1m
g
i,k(xxx), where mg

i,k is a monomial. Using
the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, at iteration l, gi(xxx)
can be approximated as

g̃i(xxx(l)) =

Ki∏
k=1

(
mg
i,k(xxx(l))

αi,k(xxx(l))

)αi,k(xxx(l))

, (18)

The parameters αi,k(xxx(l)) and ζj,k(xxx(l)) can be computed as

αi,k(xxx(l)) =
mg
i,k((xxx(l − 1))

gi((xxx(l − 1))
, ∀i, k (19)

where xxx(l−1) is the value of last-round solution of the opti-
mization problem. It is proved that arithmetic-geometric mean
approximation gives the best local monomial approximation
for a posynomial function [8].

Using the approximations in (18), in each iteration, the
optimization problem in (17) would be in the form of a
standard GP problem. Consequently, the optimal solution can
be achieved by iteratively applying monomial approximations
and solving a series of GPs [9], [10].

B. Hybrid TDMA-CSMA Scheduling via CGP

The formulated problem in (15) is non-convex and thus
intractable to solve. However, it potentially looks like a
CGP problem. In this section, we describe how to transform
the problem into a CGP form and then solve it iteratively
by applying monomial approximations as discussed in sub-
section IV-A. First, we can maximize the objective function,
by minimizing its negative. However, in GP the objective
function should be positive, and this can be done by adding
a sufficiently large constant M . Moreover, we introduce two
auxiliary variables d =

∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
) − t′ and

Tcs = Tf − Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
.

By replacing these auxiliary variables with their corre-
sponding terms and applying the aforementioned changes in
objective function, the optimization problem becomes

min
XXX,YYY ,Tcs,d

M −
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

[
θnk

xnk
+ Tcsynk

d−1
]

(20a)

subject to:

C1:
∑

nk∈Nk

[
Tsxnk

+ Tcsynk
d−1

∏
∀k

∏
n′
k∈Nk,6=nk

(1 + yn′
k
)
]
≥ rk,

∀k ∈ K (20b)
C2: xnk

pnk
= 0, ∀k ∈ K, ∀nk ∈ Nk, (20c)

C3: Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
≤ Dmax, (20d)

C4: d =
∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)− t′, (20e)

C5: Tcs = Tf − Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
. (20f)

Algorithm 1 Hybrid TDMA-CSMA scheduling via CGP
Input: ΘΘΘ, Dmax, rk ∀k ∈ K
repeat

Step 1: Compute α according to (19) for approximation
of denominators C{1,2,4-6} at (XXX ,YYY ,TCS,d,x0)
Step 2: (X ′X ′X ′,Y ′Y ′Y ′, T ′CS, d

′, x′0)← (XXX,YYY , TCS, d, x0)
Step 3: (XXX ,YYY ,TCS,d,x0) ← CVX-solver (GP problem
in (21)); use α values from Step 1 to approximate the
monomial terms in denominators

until |x0 − x′0| < η
∀nk: X(nk) = 1 if X(nk) > X̄ , otherwise X(nk) = 0
∀nk : pnk

= ynk
/(1 + ynk

)θnk

Output: XXX , PPP

In (20), the objective function is not posynomial because of the
negative multiplicative in the second term. This can be handled
by introducing and minimizing a new auxiliary variable x0 in
addition to guaranteeing the constraint C6 in (21). Finally, we
reach to the following optimization problem

min
XXX,YYY ,Tcs,d,x0

x0, subject to: (21a)

C1:
rk∑

nk∈Nk

[
Tsxnk

+ Tcsynk
d−1

∏
∀k

∏
n′
k∈Nk,6=nk

(1 + yn′
k
)
] ≤ 1,

∀k ∈ K (21b)

C2:
1

1 + xnk
pnk

= 1 ,∀k ∈ K, nk ∈ Nk, (21c)

C3: TsD−1max

∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk
≤ 1, (21d)

C4:

∏
k∈K

∏
nk∈Nk

(1 + ynk
)

t′ + d
= 1 , (21e)

C5:
Tf

Tcs + Ts
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

xnk

= 1 ,∀k ∈ K, nk ∈ Nk, (21f)

C6:
M

x0 +
∑
k∈K

∑
nk∈Nk

[θnk
xnk

+ Tcsynk
d−1]

≤ 1. (21g)

In this optimization problem, all upper-bound inequality con-
straints are in the form of ratio between two posynomials
and equality constraints are in the form of ratio between
a monomial and a posynomial, as in a CGP problem. As
discussed in sub-section IV-A, the algorithm for treating CGP
consists of monomial approximations and solving a sequence
of resulting GP problems until convergence happens. The
algorithm to solve (21) is described in Algorithm 1.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results to evaluate
proposed hybrid TDMA-CSMA scheme. The simulation is
done in MATLAB and GP problems are solved using CVX.
For performance evaluation, we study system throughput,
which is defined as number of packets successfully transmitted
in a superframe (pckt/SF). The results are compared to p-
persistent CSMA where parameter p is set to 0.05 for all users.

We consider a network with two slices. We assume that
each superframe consists of 19 time-slots and length of each
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time-slot, Ts, is equal to 12 backoff units. The simulation time
is set to 100 superframes and each simulation is repeated 10
times. We also set reservation of each slice equal to rk = 6
and maximum length of queue equal to Qmax = 4.

First, we assume a homogeneous scenario, where both slices
have the same packet arrival probabilities. To study how well
the isolation among slices can be protected in the presence of
a variation in one slice, the throughput performance of both
slices is plotted for different numbers of users in slice 2, while
no parameter has changed in slice 1. In particular, the packet
arrival probabilities of slices are set as AAA1 = {[0.9]4, [0.5]8}
and AAA2 = {[0.9]4, [0.5]N2−4}. As shown in Figure 2, by
increasing N2, throughput of slice 1 degrades slightly while
its reservation is still met. However, the throughput of slice
2 increases since more packets are generated in this slice
and therefore assigned time-slots to this slice are left idle
with lower probability. On the other hand, for using only
p-persistent CSMA throughput of slice 1 degrades as N2

increases since the users get less chance to transmit their
packets. Moreover, the network throughput decreases as well
due to larger number of collisions happen.

Furthermore, we investigate the throughput results
for a scenario of heterogeneous slices, i.e., with
different traffic parameters. In this scenario, we
set AAA1 = {[0.6]4, [0.5]4, [0.4]4, [0.3]4, [0.2]4} and
AAA2 = {[0.95]2, [0.9]2, [0.85]2, [0.8]2, [0.5]N2−8}, in which
N1 = 20 and N2 ≥ 10. More specifically, in this scenario,
most users from slice 2 have higher packet arrival probabilities
and, hence, most TDMA time-slots are assigned to these users.
As shown in Figure 3, by increasing N2, throughput of slice
1 remains unchanged while for using only p-persistent CSMA
the throughput decreases, which shows the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm in providing slice isolation.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a hybrid TDMA-CSMA scheduling,
where TDMA and CSMA are used for users with high
and low packet transmission probabilities, respectively. This
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scheduling is formulated as an optimization problem with
the objective to maximize the network throughput subject to
constraints on slice reservations. In order to solve this problem,
we show that this problem belongs to CGP, which can be
efficiently solved by applying monomial approximations and
solving the sequence of resulting GP problems. The output
of this optimization problem determines TDMA users and p
parameter of CSMA users. Finally, using simulation results,
we show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm to ensure
reservation of different slices despite their user distribution and
traffic properties.
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